Happy Tempo
January 14, 2018 Sorrel Filly

Stel Corona SI 105
Happy Tempo
5876819
Shes First Down SI 108 (2007)

{ Corona Cartel SI 97
{ Our Lips Are Sealed
{ First Down Dash SI 105
{ Jungle Raised SI 94

{ Holland Ease SI 109
{ Corona Chick SI 113
{ Streakin Six SI 104
{ Secret Meeting SI 90
{ Dash For Cash SI 114
{ First Prize Rose SI 98
{ Raise A Secret SI 99
{ Rhythm And Ruffles SI 94


1st dam

2nd dam
JUNGLE RAISED SI 94, by Raise A Secret. 3 wins to 3, $90,561, Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G1], 2nd Ventura S., final in the Golden State Futurity [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of 11 foals to race, 10 ROM, including—SHES FIRST DOWN SI 108 (f. by First Down Dash). Stakes winner, above.

LOOSELIPS SINK SHIPS SI 98 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins to 3, $22,757, Desert Classic Derby [R] [G3], final in the Yavapai Downs Futurity [G3], Yavapai Downs Derby [G3]. Dam of—

Jess Joyner SI 104. 5 wins to 4, $17,065. Set NTR 300y. Dam of—

Mr Dynasty SI 101. 2 wins to 4, $21,002, 2nd AQRRA Turf Paradise Derby.


Jungle Val SI 88 (f. by Dashing Val). Placed to 3, $15,970, 2nd Iowa Double Gold Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of—

Diego Rivera SI 93. 2 wins to 4, $27,730.

Bonos Jungle Song (f. by Bono Jazz). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of—

JR CORONA JAZZ SI 105. 5 wins in 9 starts to 3, $45,865, Blane Schvaneveldt Futurity [G3], Elkoo Intmtn. Futurity, final in [R] [G2]. Dam of—

JR CZECH SWING SI 107. 4 wins to 3, $27,721, Beehive Futurity, 2nd Ed Giles Memorial Futurity.

Jungle Chick SI 83 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unplaced. Dam of—

EC Prima Donna SI 96. 3 wins to 4, ($20,323 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Hipodromo Champ. Challenge, Clasico Easly a Possum, etc.

3rd dam
RHYTHM AND RUFFLES SI 94, by Merridoc. 4 wins in 7 starts at 2, $166,549, Bay Meadows Futurity [G1], 2nd Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G3]. Half sister to SOUL OF AN OLDIE SI 98 ($63,520), SOUL OF A CHAMP SI 98 ($39,669), Luva My Life SI 94 ($57,775 [R] [G2]; dam of LUVÁ SECRET SI 101, $34,686 [G1]; granddam of SANTISPACE SI 102, $156,436), Foggy Foggy Dew SI 95. Dam of 10 foals, 7 ROM, including—

JUNGLE RAISED SI 94 (Raise A Secret). Stakes winner, above.

RHYTHM AND VAL SI 99. 6 wins to 4, $54,067, Vandy’s Flash H. [G3].


ENGAGEMENTS: Ed Burke Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.

Cal-Bred.